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Saturday 4th May 2013
at the Murray Hall, 106 Borders Lane, 
Loughton, Essex IG10 3SB

7.15pm til 11.00pm

Adults: £15    Under 16s: £10

Please email Donna, our 
administrator, at
info@woodfordliberal.org.uk 
or phone 020 8989 7619
to reserve your place(s). 

Woodford Liberal Synagogue
Fi
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Our annual Supper Quiz was a resounding success.  

We raised exactly   £1000 thanks to the great support of the community

and from a donation made to us by a dear member of the friendship club. 

Thanks to everyone who came and supported the event. 

A great evening was had by all!
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Home is where the heart is for Nightingale Hammerson volunteers

Fifty Shades of Grey?
The closest we get to 
that is the queue for 
the hairdressers.

Residents like Betty Weinberg have access to everything
they need, from a well-stocked library to a hair salon.
To find out more see nightingale.org.uk or hammersonhouse.org.uk
Or call 020 8673 3495 / 020 8458 4523

Care home organisation Nightingale Hammerson is
widely known for providing an outstanding standard of
care to older members of the Jewish community. This
level of care would be hard to achieve without its
network of 240 volunteers who make an invaluable
contribution to both Nightingale House and
Hammerson House. 

The Jewish community takes looking after its older
members very seriously; volunteering is a great way to
do this and in turn gives something back to the
community and at the same time, offers the
opportunity to make new friends, learn new skills and
gain experience in an area of interest. 

A lot of flexibility is given to Nightingale Hammerson’s
volunteers, who are from all ages, backgrounds and
faiths. They are able to give different amounts of time,
from a few hours per week to, in some cases, several
days per week. Some volunteers, help in distinct areas
of the two homes, working closely with nursing and
care staff. Volunteers support and complement the
work of staff, enabling them to provide an even higher
standard of professional care. 

One aspect of volunteering at Nightingale Hammerson
is that they can become ‘befrienders’;  when the
volunteers can take part in social activities with the
residents such as going to an on-site café with them

for a piece of cake, playing board games, walking with
a resident around the gardens or just simply sitting
with a resident and having a friendly chat. This social
interaction with committed volunteers has a very
positive impact on the wellbeing and day-to-day lives
of the residents, particularly for ones who may have
very few visitors. In addition to this, volunteers at
Nightingale Hammerson also help residents with
shopping, escorting residents to hospital
appointments and even teaching some residents how
to use computers and Skype their loved ones. 

The funding of Nightingale Hammerson is also largely
contributed to by fundraising which is important to
ensure both homes can continue to deliver such a high
quality level of care. Volunteers run in sponsored
marathons or put on regular quiz nights to raise money
for the homes which in turn benefits the residents.

Nightingale Hammerson is extremely fortunate to have
such a willing and enthusiastic group of volunteers.
They make an invaluable contribution to the
exceptional level of care that Nightingale Hammerson
provides for its residents and also create the sense of
community, friendship and family that is so important
in Jewish life. Combined with extensive fundraising
and generous donations from friends and supporters,
volunteers make Nightingale House and Hammerson
House wonderful places to live.
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It should be noted that according to the Constitution of the Synagogue only members not more

than two (2) calendar months in arrears with their subscriptions shall have the right to vote at the

meeting and be eligible for membership of the Council. 
J Toffell, Hon Sec.

WLS AGM 2013… come one, come all!

Tuesday 21st May at 8.00pm – WLS, Marlborough Road, E18 1AR

Agenda:

Tel: 01992 813370
Mobile: 07973 383985
Email: 
stephen@stephenpoverphotography.com
Web: stephenpoverphotography.com

Stephen Pover
Social and Commercial Photographer

Specialising in social and commercial 
photography including, Bar and Bat 
Mitzvahs, wedding, portraiture and 
pack shots and studio photography

1.  Opening Prayer

2.  Attendees / apologies

3.  Minutes of last AGM

4.  Matters arising

5.  Chairs Report 

6.  Rabbi’s report

7.  Treasurer's report 

8.  Burial Scheme report 

9.  Rites & Practices report 

10.  Education report

11.  Bimah report 

12.  Friendship Club report 

13.  Election of Honorary Officers 

14.  Election of members of 

Council

15.  Election of Auditor 

16.  Election of delegates to

Liberal Judaism

17.  Resolutions 

18.  Board of Deputies report 

19.  Any other business 
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Letters to the Departed

Dear Gustav, You were born in August 1903. At that

time nobody could have foreseen what would befall

you 38 years later. You and your family moved to

Coesfeld in 1930 to start a butcher’s shop  near your

home. In March 1936 you married Wilhelmina David,

who later miraculously survived the horrific times. In

December 1941 the world completely changed for you

and your family. Together with 18 other Jews you had

to report to our former palace park to have your last

photo taken before your deportation to Riga. Your wife

was later to tell us that you were murdered there in

December 1944. Studying this photo I am overcome by

various emotions. I would certainly have passed your

house a number of  times because I live nearby. How

would it have been if you had still  lived there ? Perhaps

I would have been one of your regular customers, or

maybe I would have been friends with  your

grandchildren or great grandchildren. Who knows, and

why not? Because people lacked the courage to

confront the Nazis! The terrible thought of many

millions of Jews having been tortured and murdered

very greatly affects me. I would have  wished  you and

your wife a long and fulfilled life. Had you known of 

her courage in returning to Coesfeld after her time in

the concentration camp, you would have been very

proud. I admire you, your wife and your friends. 

Yours sincerely, Andrea  Vosskuehler

Dear Wilhelmina, I have recently heard a lot about you

and your life. I was very shocked about your fate and

all your suffering. You lived here with your parents and

11 siblings. Apart from your religion there was no

difference between you and the rest of the community.

I simply cannot understand how solely  because of

their faith Jews could have been so badly treated.

Every Jewish citizen is and was exactly like everyone

else. Therefore I fail to comprehend  how far things

were to go at that  time. The faces on the photo taken

of you and the other 18 Jewish Coesfelders before your

sudden deportation to Riga in Latvia show  your fear as

you were suddenly forced to assemble early morning,

carrying just a few things. I must say I admire you for

managing to survive the terrible times and witnessing

the inhuman treatment of Jewish citizens. How could

you even cope with these terrible memories ? When

you arrived at the Riga ghetto after a horrific train

journey, you discovered  the dilapidated housing of the

former Latvian Jews, saw the barbed wire around the

ghetto and the appalling condition of the people, and

you continually had to watch how they were being

selected and transported further. All this must have

been unimaginably gruesome. Were you at all able to

get on with your second husband  Benno after your

first husband Gustav was murdered in Riga ? We today

just can’t visualise  what you and so many other human

beings were made to endure. On your return to your

home town with Benno, you determined that the

erstwhile Jewish community in Coesfeld would be

remembered. This work of keeping their memory alive

is still  being continued here, so that they and what

befell them, will not be forgotten.      Anne B.     

Hello Erich, Studying the photograph in which you are

among relatives and friends, you seem expectant, but

probably you were nervous, not knowing what was

happening. You also had to leave your parents behind.

They remained in the so-called ‘Jews house’. Nor did

you realise that you would never see them again. At 40,

you probably had much experience of life, and as three

generations of your family had been merchants here,

you were certainly respected by Coesfelders. You were

also a member of the  orchestra, as well as the rifle

club. Therefore you would have had some contact with

local Christian people. In December 1941 everything

suddenly changed, as you had to pack for the

deportation to Riga. Today we are unable to imagine

what such a ghetto would have been like and what

would  happen to you there. Though I’m not sure,  I

believe you and your parents were murdered at the

same time. I’m very upset about this.     Adrian Kaup

(By permission of the Theodor-Heuss secondary school,

Coesfeld).  Translations ARA

––  o  ––

My following brief notes are after reading a single

loose, by me unidentifiable, German newspaper page

sent to me, which also featured the above letters, here

translated verbatim. Although my summary itself is not

a direct copy of the paper, I would be pleased to credit

the publisher if its editor would contact me. Regarding

the letters, a total of 1,009 people from the surrounding

area, including the 19 from Coesfeld, were deported on

a train journey taking 3 days without water. Brutally

ordered from the train in Riga, they were beaten with

rubber truncheons. In a temperature of -10°C, and a  

2-hour trudge through snow, they reached the ghetto,

already vacated by 30,000 Latvian Jews, many of

whom had been starved. The remainder were shot in

the Riga forest with only 15 surviving. The former

homes of the Latvian Jews were dilapidated, walls

splattered with blood. Seeing the frozen food left in

cooking pots and on plates the newcomers sensed a

dreaded premonition of what was in store for them

also. Many of the transports were further sent on to

other concentration camps, including Auschwitz. 

Some 17 of my own maternal relatives from other cities

passed and perished in transit to and from Riga. With

the Red Army approaching in 1945, survivors were

shipped to Hamburg. Then, already totally exhausted,

they needed to proceed on foot towards the city of 

Kiel, thence in April to be saved from the Stutthof 

camp by the Swedish Red Cross. One of them,

Wilhelmina mentioned above, recovered in a Swedish

convalescent home and in the 1960s returned as the

[continued bottom of page 5]
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Some strange views from the South Coast…

It was a Tuesday afternoon that the A.A. man came

to call. I remember it well as it was warm and

sunny and we hadn’t had many like that.

It happened like this – Moshe had been outside in

the garden in front of our bungalow where our

faithful (up to that point) Ford Fiesta was parked,

and had come in for a cup of tea. Suddenly, a great

noise erupted, the sound of several drums, not

necessarily in harmony. Sure enough, the noise

was coming from the car. The car was locked, all

switches turned off so there was no alternative 

but to call for help. The A.A. man came within ten

minutes (yes, really) and confronted by the noisy,

shaking car, proceeded to check everything,

engine, transmission etc. etc. but could find

nothing wrong. He ‘phoned his technical

department and they, too, were perplexed. 

Possibly the radio? Just as suddenly as it had

started, it stopped and the A.A. man went on 

his way.

All was quiet, then approaching midnight the car

was shaking and ‘drumming’ again, then abruptly

stopped. The next morning we drove the noisy car

to the local garage and as we got there, sure

enough it became quiet again. Eventually we

decided the best course of action would be just to

leave it with the garage until it started to perform

again, which it did on the second day. They

disconnected the radio, the car has been quiet

since.

However, neither the A.A. technical department, nor

Ford or the local main dealer had ever encountered

such a thing. Makes us wonder though – what

were the strange noises; they have definitely left

here – have you heard anything strange?

Meanwhile things here have changed a bit in as

much as one of our three local grandsons has gone

off to university to study biological sciences. Some

of you will remember the little boy Jack who used

to help us when we had bingo at the Friendship

club – and he would get treated with too many

sweets and cakes.

Our local Liberal community (Wessex Liberal

Jewish Community) has found a new home. We

have ceased to be nomads and instead have a

really nice Hall for our sanctuary, with excellent

facilities, lovely kitchen, nice secluded garden and

even good parking. During the week it is used as a

Kindergarten, which I think gives the place a really

warm feeling. Moshe continues to read the Torah

portions (his Hebrew is really good!) and I busy

myself with our very generous Kiddushim. Some 

of our congregants come a fair way to services so

the Kiddush often resembles a rather nice lunch.

Our High Holiday services were still held in the

Village Hall, and Sukkot in the sukkah of some

friends, all led by Rabbi Ariel Friedlander. It was

really heartening to see toddlers and children

enjoying the sukkah. Hopefully by next year we will

be able to build our very own at our new home.

For our contribution to Mitzvah Day we have

collected food which will be delivered to a central

point in Bournemouth for contribution to those 

in need.

Our hall is next to the St. Ambrose Church. People

of a certain age, like us, will remember we also had

a chap named Ambrose; he made beautiful music.

All for now, kol tov and Shalom – 

Ros and Moshe

group of nineteen’s only survivor. In later years I was to

enjoy her hospitality a number of times. She died in

1995. She is remembered with a street sign bearing her

family’s name and who they were. Among others on the

photo I also knew Erich Eichenwald, who at his home

had played guitar music for me when I was a child,

Coesfeld had been my maternal family’s home for

generations. My mother was at school with Wilhelmina.

There were only ever a handful of Jews until the mid-

thirties. As far as I’m aware, today there are none. For

Holocaust Memorial Day 2013 the Riga Committee and

the town paid homage at the little old Jewish cemetery

on its outskirts. Here my maternal forebears, who died

before WWII are interred. Since about 2009 schools

have made their way there to continue reminding

young people about the Nazi crimes. As in previous

years this was again organised by the Theodor-Heuss

secondary school under the leadership of their

dedicated teacher Claudia Hasskamp. Its pupils

composed the above letters for their project. Frau

Hasskamp’s objective was to ‘give a face’ to the

millions of murdered Jews, by recreating actual life

stories from their own town. She believes it is only by

young people acquainting and identifying themselves

with past events that there can be genuine sympathy

and remorse. And, hopefully, also a change in

overcoming unjustified prejudice. The Theodor-Heuss

school has operated an ‘anti-racist’ policy for many

years. On the occasion of the anniversary of

KrIstallnacht in 2001 my sister and I had been invited to

give talks to several of its classes, as well as to the

public and the press. 

Alice Alexander
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2.00 pm for the next of our bi-monthly meetings. Please come and
join us and let’s share our love of all kinds of crafts.

We look forward to seeing you. 
If you want more information please either email me, Jenny Sclaire, 

on: JenClaire@aol.com or call me on 07813 309 503

Knit&Knatter – Sunday 19 May

From where I’m standing out in the sticks … 

I was recently at a levoyah for a special person

when a couple of members of the shul asked me

if I would start writing my column again; I have to

say that I was quite taken aback and of course

flattered that the column has been, but it posed a

worry that I wouldn't have much to say. You are

reading the edited version because on my first

run of this episode, I went onto three pages! As

Geoff says: ‘You are never short of something to

say!’ I had gone to the levoyah alone because

Geoff was on school-picking-up-duty that day. 

I wasn't alone for long, my friends from the shul

and elsewhere were there welcoming me and

supporting our mutual friend and I wondered, not

for the first time, how wonderful our wheels and

cogs are. 

At a time of loss, the little age-old cogs kick in

and the old wheel starts to turn, ensuring that

tradition, comfort and support are in place for the

bereaved. I find comfort in that knowledge

because I know that as time goes on,  we will

need each other's support more and more, and

again and again whenever necessary,  we, the

small cogs in that very big wheel of life and

death, the customs, prayers and love, will turn

and we shall all be there for each other.

Mrs X, my inspiration for so many stories, now

resides in the Vi and John House at Gants Hill.

Not ideal, none of want to give up our

independence or our own homes, but sometimes

needs must. My mum has made her mark there;

she cultivated a very pretty garden out of an old

flower bed that had been growing cigarette butts

and crisp packets.  She also has a 'job' in the

dining room where she lays the tables for lunch

and dinner. She was awarded Jewish Care's

Volunteer of the year 2012 – so life goes one,

whereever you are.

Our council are very hot on recycling. When we

first moved, we were totally unaccustomed to

recycling in the volume that is expected of us

here. Geoff bought some garlic sausages and

put them in the freeze. Even though they were

frozen solid, they stank the freezer out, so he

said he would cook them and asked me to take

them out to defrost… which I did. However the

smell became worse, the freezer already stank,

now the fridge and the entire kitchen did too.

So, I decided to 'recycle' them, but not in my

food waste caddy because then that bin would

also stink. I would throw them in the bin outside

the supermarket after I had been to the clothing

bank. I had sorted out my wardrobes and had a

black bag of clothes to recycle. By this time my

car also had a distinct tang of garlic. 

Now some of you know that I am somewhat

vertically challenged, let's not go into personal

details, but when someone says: see you

shortly, I do feel that twinge of challengement. 

I carried the bag of clothes from the car and

opened the very tall bin with an effort and threw

in the bag feeling like an olympian shot putter. 

It then dawned on me that my first recycling

efforts had contaminated an entire clothing bin

with the delectable smell of garlic sausage! 

It was no use trying to get them out, the bin was

too tall for me to even look in. The moral of this

story is, ask a taller person to take the recycling

and remind Geoff not to buy garlic sausages

again because they don't fit well.

I will sign off now, but, if you are in our area, call

me up, you are welcome. I believe I am the token

Jew here, but if you know differently let me know,

we can team up and have chicken soup together.

Be well, be happy, and be in touch,  

Laurie Benton x
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Changing times and changing status

In the last issue of

Bimah, I wrote about

the fact that things

change and suggested

that we as individuals,

as a community, and as

part of a wider society

have to change with the

times – or we will get

left behind.  I also mentioned some of the

changes that were either taking place or

would  start to take place soon.  This included

plans by Liberal Judaism to become a limited

company – progress on which continues – LJ

is now registered with Companies House and

remains on course to complete the transition

by the end of the year.

WLS continues to monitor the progress of LJ

as it becomes a limited company, and I will be

attending a Sunday Seminar organised by LJ

on 12 May, on the theme of 'Good

Governance' – including the benefits of being

a limited company.  Council – as the board of

trustees of WLS as a charitable body –

believes that WLS also need to take action to

become a limited company.  So, unless I hear

something to suggest otherwise at the LJ

seminar, we will bring a motion to the WLS

Annual General Meeting (which is taking place

on 21 May) to begin that process.

Work continues on – indeed good progress 

is being made – on the new Council and

Committees structure, another change I

mentioned in the last issue of Bimah.  

The new Rites & Practices, New Generations,

Resources, and Membership committees

have all met; they are working on their Terms 

of References – and all will bring reports to

the  Annual General Meeting on 21 May.

While Bimah remains the main channel for

communications, we are making more use 

of e-mail, twitter, and our website to

communicate with you in real time.  This 

also means we can extend the topics of

discussion to reflect what is happening in the

wider community – whether that community 

is Liberal Judaism, British Jewry, Israel, or 

the wider Woodford neighbourhood.  

We are sharing more of our news with our

neighbouring communities through the local

press, the newsletters of Liberal Judaism, and

via Social Media.  We want you to help us to

do so; share your news with us, tell your

friends about our news, and contribute to the

discussions about the changes that are taking

place.

You can start by reading this short blog entry

– My Woodford – on our website and then

send me an e-mail with your answer to the

question, what does Woodford mean to me?

http://woodfordliberal.wordpress.com/

2013/04/06/mywls/ (if you do not have access

to the blog, please let me know and I will

send you a printed copy).

After all – we are a community and we must

evolve together because if we do not change

together we either fail to evolve or the

changes we make will fail to take you with us.

So please try to come to the Annual General

Meeting, take your part in the discussions, tell

us what Woodford means you, and help us to

move forward in the right direction – together.

Bob Kamall, Chairman

KOL NIDRE APPEAL
If anyone has a particular charity in the UK or Israel that they would like to have considered 

for our Kol Nidre 2013 appeal, please email me  – bob@woodfordliberal.org.uk – 

or write to the synagogue marking your envelope Kol Nidre Appeal 2013.



It is traditional on the festival of Purim for Jewish
communities to put on a ‘spiel’ (play) telling the
story of Esther. Woodford Liberal Synagogue has,
in recent years, delighted audiences with an array
of musical offerings at Purim – last year’s being
the hilarious ‘Thriller Megillah’, which borrowed
tunes from the late Michael Jackson.

This year, on Saturday 23 February, WLS was
transformed into the Downton Abbey set, as the
religion school staff told the Purim story with a
period-costume twist and the Abba songbook
thrown in for good measure. When the much-
maligned Queen Vashti is asked to show off her
moves to the disinterested King, he sings:

“Dancing Queen, you’re not young or 

sweet, you look seventy;

Dancing Queen, when I see your

face, I think it’s Halloween!”

When you realise that the King was
played by 18-year old Hannah Jacobi,
with the bearded Sam Kamall
comfortably filling Queen Vashti’s
shoes (as well as her dress),
pantomime conventions were
employed in abundance – oh yes they
were! No spiel or panto would be
complete without its lead dame, who,
once again, was played (for laughs) by
headteacher, Josh Newham, whose
King Mother character, Mamma  Mia,
paid homage to Maggie Smith’s
award-winning Lady Grantham from
Downton. The sharp pen of Jonny
Hurst and Ben Glassman kept the
gags flowing in between the foot-
tapping songs, whilst still ensuring
that the evil butler, Haman (Nathan
Faber-Baruch) met his sticky and
deserved end. 
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Downton Abba comes to Woodford

A packed house, whose ages ranged from three to ninety-three, was treated to “the best Purim
spiel ever”, according to one teenager in the audience. And with lines like “Mummy, we ate the
kids” after the King found what had happened to their herd of goats, it would be hard to argue.
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“Enough food IF…”

A very special communal Seder took place on 

26th March at Woodford Liberal Synagogue.

More than 100 members, their families and

friends attended.

Rabbi Richard Jacobi lead a traditionally

Liberal Seder. We focused on freedom, which

is what Pesach is a celebration of, as well as

the needs of the world around us and of our

own Jewish community. 

We launched the IF project, Enough Food for
Everyone IF… The IF project highlights that

there is by far enough food in the world; no

one needs to go to bed hungry. In the UK

alone 15 million tons of food is wasted every

year. This is a campaign to try and force G8

leaders to take more action over food waste

and distribution.

We also supported Delete Blood Cancer UK.
Swab4Mum which is being promoted by the

Jewish community, and is encouraging healthy

young Jews to register as potential donors. 

The “Seder Swap Squad” took over the

Rabbi's office and more than a dozen people

signed up. Blood cancer is the 11th plague,

fitting that we supported the cause at our

Communal Seder.

The evening drew to a close with our

chairperson, Bob Kamall, thanking members

of the community for their help in preparing

the Synagogue for the event. The last word

went to Rabbi Harry Jacobi (Rabbi Richard

Jacobi's father) urging everyone to stand up

and do something… IF…

Merle Muswell
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Rabbi Richard Jacobi’s thoughts…

The death of Margaret

Thatcher seemed to

polarise British society.

Some might say that

this mirrored the effect

of her policies, which

were loved by some

and hated by others.

Within minutes of her

death, attempts were being made to

summarise her role in British twentieth

century history. Views were sought from

people with various sources of expertise, and

from the ‘vox pop’. There is no doubt about

her having made an impact on this country,

but it should be left to future historians to

assess what that impact has been overall in

the longer term.

The level of emotion in the discussions on

this subject in the week after her death

showed that we are still some way from

being able to make the historical

assessment. Worse, it shows how people

with extreme opinions, whether for or against

something or someone, make for ‘good’ air-

time. The opinions we saw or heard were

often extreme and the reactions to those

opinions were then equally extreme – from

“Ding dong, the witch is dead” to portraying

Prime Minister Thatcher as the saviour of 

this country. More than one person lost their

job as a consequence of the reactions to

Baroness Thatcher’s death.

I worry about the impatience of it all. The

need created in our minds to have instant

answers to even those questions where

perspective is needed that cannot be had

from close-up to something. An adage from

my training about managing meetings comes

to mind – ‘Your point of view depends upon

your viewing point’. This applies both to

location in space and location in time, and

both mean that we are too close to properly

evaluate the impact of Mrs Thatcher’s

policies. Therefore, we can each argue a

case, selecting our own supporting evidence,

showing that our opinion is justifiable, or just

plain ‘right’. Therefore, we can also get upset

or angry at the opposite case, and the

presenter of that case.

So, let’s all get upset. But, will that help

anything or anyone? No. 

The process of communication has for

millennia been based on the art of listening.

That’s why the watch-word of the Jewish

people has been Sh’ma – listen / hear /

comprehend. Like any art, listening is

something that all of us can do, and a skilled

listener makes effective listening seem easy.

However, we do it badly when our heads are

full of what we want to say next, or when we

are distracted by something or someone

else, or a myriad of other reasons, including

tiredness. The story goes that on the night of

the giving of the Torah, the people of Israel

were tired and missed the moment of

revelation. That is why the evening of study

on Erev Shavuot is called a Tikkun Leil

Shavuot, a correction of the evening of

Shavuot. This year, on the evening of

Tuesday 14th May, we join with two other

synagogues and with Sinclair House to 

share in the Tikkun at SWESRS, Oaks Lane,

Newbury Park. Come and join an evening of

fun, listening, and learning.

One week later, on 21st May, we will hold our

synagogue AGM, when there will also be

plenty worth listening to.

So, listen – at the Tikkun, at the AGM, 

and every day – with both ears and an open

mind. When someone really feels listened 

to, and heard, they feel valued. It is a

tremendous compliment and strengthens

relationships. Allow yourself to absorb 

what the other person is saying. Check 

and ensure you really (not just nearly)

understand what they said and meant. If

you do all these things, just a little better,

having read this article, then you’ll be

making the lives of other people around you

better. And then, your life will be better too.

Beats getting upset!

Rabbi Richard Jacobi
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The New Generation generate …

On Saturday 16th March we had
a whopper of a day at Woodford. 
Our family and tots’ service was
followed by the baby blessing of
Miles Rothstein, before the
children and their families were
treated to a number of Red Nose
Day themed activities including:
pin the nose on the Rabbi; guess
how many red sweets in the jar;
knock over the cups; name the
teddy; guess the hairstyle Jessie
J will grow and of course, I’m a
Cheder Teacher: Get me out of
here! 

Downstairs the food was
immense – savoury food
provided by the Rothstein’s and a
flabbergasting array of cakes and
sweet things baked and provided
by the parents of the Cheder
children.

Everyone seemed to have a
whale of a time and over £275
was raised for Comic Relief!
Thank you to all who played,
contributed and enjoyed the
wonderful celebrations. 

Our Cheder continues to grow
and thrive. We now have over
thirty five children on role and
we seem to be getting bigger
and bigger! It is such a lovely
place to be on a Saturday
morning. 

We are hoping to be able to
upgrade some of our
technology in the coming
months, particularly looking at
laptops and projectors for
teaching. Whilst we have some
money from certain grants, we
are still a little short. If you are
able to help us financially we
would be most grateful. 

Thank you so much for your
continued support. If you would
like to know more about
Cheder, or speak to Josh about
helping the Cheder, please
contact him via email on
headteacher@
woodfordliberal.org.uk



The Butterfly Boy
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Author : TONY KLINGER

This story tells of Arnie who was born to a
Jewish mother and a German man before the
First World War in the small town of Darmstadt in
Germany. Following the marriage both of Arnie's
parents are shunned by their respective
communities. While his father is away fighting
the Great War, Arnie contracts polio and loses
the use of his arms. While struggling with the
usual trials and tribulations of growing up during
the rise of Nazism, he attempts to turn his
natural artistic ability into fully realised artistic
accomplishment.

This book recounts the story of this character
with so much passion I really could not put it
down. You become so involved with Arnie's
personal battles, his love for an incredibly 
strong and brave woman and the life around 
him during the rise of Nazism.

This is not a story of a disabled person but as
the author himself quotes ‘it is not about his
inability to use his hands because of polio, it is
about what he does to triumph over adversity
and what ever life throws at him.’

The Butterfly Boy is the first fictional book
written by Tony Klinger, who is a member of
WLS. Over a long and successful career in film
production, scriptwriting and heading media
companies, Tony wrote a book called Twilight 
of the Gods. This told of the making of the film
The Kids Are Alright, featuring the legendary
band The Who, which Tony produced.

Both of these books are available on Amazon
and Kindle.

Jenny Sclaire

The Nazis – through the
Eyes of a Child

Author :  MARGARETE MENDELSOHN

I have known Margarete for well over fifty years.
It so happened that we both lived in the same
block of flats in Wembley Park. I needed
someone to look after our young daughter Yona,
whilst Moshe and I were at work. Margarete had
a little boy named David, just a little younger
than Yona, and she lived with her parents. I
knew also that they were originally from

Germany. That was all I knew and somehow felt
it was all I needed to know because Margarete
was, and is, a very kind person and a loving
mother and friend.

So it was a total surprise, therefore, when a few
weeks ago a parcel arrived with a copy of her
book.

It tells the story of a little girl, an only child, 
living in Berlin in the 1930s. The family were
comfortably off and life was happy and secure.
All this changed dramatically with the coming of
the Nazis. Daily life became increasingly
frightening and abusive. Even when she and her
parents eventually escaped to England, there
were so many difficulties to overcome.

The experience of those traumatic years has, of
course, had a tremendous impact on her life and
indeed on the lives of her children.

Now in her eighties and encouraged by her
children and grandchildren, Margarete has at 
last decided to tell us her story.

Ros Avnir
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London’s theatre Sue Kaye
scene reviewed recommends …

The Magistrate
(Olivier Theatre)

A well known play I have enjoyed
before, this was a performance up
to the very high standards I expect
from the National Theatre.  Arthur
Wing Pinero’s classic farce was
produced with great gusto and a
first class cast gave it all they had
to maximum effect.

John Lithgow is a fine actor and
he was excellent as Mr Posket,
(The Magistrate) the model of
Victorian propriety who finds
himself in a real pickle. The plot is
impossible to describe as is the
case with even the best of farce
but who cares?  It was performed
so well we all just sat back and
enjoyed it.

Great costumes, sets and music, I
enjoyed every minute.

One Man, Two Governors
(Theatre Royal, Haymarket)

Farce is not the genre I most enjoy
thought when it is produced as
well as The Magistrate I can make
an exception to my normal viewing
habits. I went to see “One Man,
Two Governors” because it had
won many awards and everyone
raved about it.  Many of you may
have already seen it for the same
reason.

I may now be completely out of
line with other people’s experience
but I found it one of the worst
plays I have seen for a long time.
For me, this was farce of the worst
kind.  Amateurish, stupid, tacky.  
I loathed it from start to finish.  

I found the material puerile, the
acting poor and why people were
laughing I could not imagine.
Don’t really need to say any more,
do I.

Privates on Parade
(Noel Coward Theatre)

Another show I have enjoyed
before and this performance did
not disappoint either. The action
takes place in a Song and Dance
Unit of the British Army during the
campaign in Malaya at the end of
the Second World War.

The show is a delight, being both
very funny as well as intensely
moving.  Simon Russell Beale is a
revelation as Captain Dennis.  I
knew him as a distinguished actor
in many roles but I did not know
he could sing and dance.  His
Carmen Miranda is a wonder to
behold.

A brilliant cast, including Sophya
Haque as the girl in the troupe
who Capt Dennis rescues from
disgrace. Directed with great style
by Michael Grandage, I found it
just brilliant.

Kiss Me Kate
(Old Vic Theatre)

What can I say about this
wonderful show, a classic written
by the maestro, Cole Porter?  The
famous film version starring
Howard Keel is very well known
and I have seen it many times on
the stage but I never tire of the
wonderful music.  I confess I sang
with the cast throughout which will
come as no surprise to those who
know me.

Enchanting from start to finish, the
cast are amazing as they perform
Shakespeare’s “Taming of the

Shrew” with a back story of the
goings-on between cast members.
Add the “Heavy Mob”, gangsters
coming to collect gambling debts,
who end up as part of the show.
Result:  Vintage Cole Porter which
delighted the whole audience.

Simply great.  Nothing more I can
add.

A Chorus Line
(London Palladium)

This is one of the greatest shows I
have ever seen.  I first saw it when
Variety Club presented the 3rd
performance in London at Theatre
Royal, Drury Lane in 1976 and I
can still remember the amazement
I felt seeing this extraordinary
show for the first time.

There is no interval in the show so
you are enveloped in the
atmosphere of an audition for a
new Broadway show, where the
applicants have the chance of a
lifetime to fulfil their dreams of
being a star. 

The cast are brilliant with the
exception of John Partridge who
I’m sure was chosen because he
was Christian in Eastenders.  He
tries his best but I think he is not
convincing as Zac, the
choreographer.  But that is a small
quibble.  Do not let that put you
off going.  Everyone else is just
superb from Leigh Zimmerman as
Sheila (I’m going be 30 real soon
and I’m real glad) to Victoria
Hamilton-Barrett as Dianna
Morales whose big song is
“Nothing” which is absolutely
fabulous. Great songs throughout,
wonderfully performed by an
energetic cast. I loved every
minute.

You have probably gathered by
now that I just adored it.  I did.  
So will you.



BRIDGE at Woodford …

The spice of life?
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HAPPY
BIRTHDAY

Jake Levy
Joseph Levy
Poppy Green

Bianca Muswell
Brandon Cramer

Annabel Duck
Barnaby Adler

Tobi Liebeskind
Ezra Nathanson-Perry

David Cohen-Mor
Ben Charles

Sophie Richards
Katie Perry

A speedy
recovery to -

All who are unwell at this time 

Friendship
Club @WLS

From 2–4pm

Cost :  £3.00

To Louie Poole and his family on his

upcoming Bar Mitzvah (18th May)

To Zara Hajioff and Ben Fryer on their

impending wedding

To Jo Ludwin and Karl Ward on their

impending wedding

Sunday 12th May
with Musical Entertainment

Please ring:
Harriet (020 8524 4505) 

or Nicola (020 8418 9586)
to book your place, ensuring  

we can adequately cater

Condolences…
Tina Gold and family on the

passing of her mother, Lena
Grober

The family of Deborah Myers
on her recent passing

David and I would like to thank
everyone for their kind wishes 
and support when Tina’s mum,
Leah, passed away in late March.

Special thanks also to Richard for
being there throughout this
difficult time and for leading
meaningful Shiva prayers for us.

Once again, the warmth and
genuine concern showed us why
our Shul is like a second home and
the members our extended family.

With our very best wishes

Tina and David Gold

For some of us, yes! And if it interests you, do
come and join us, even if only to watch and see 

at what level we play. It’s not a competition, 
but a brilliant and addictive pastime, thanks to 

Sid Barrat who ‘tutors’ us (he calls it hectoring!).
Wednesday evenings, 7.30pm, at the shul. 

If you’re interested, text Judy on 
07870 384682 or email jood34@yahoo.co.uk
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